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Abstract
Tabletop displays are mostly used for casual applications that do not require
intricate graphics or precise manipulation. Browsing photographs and maps are
common applications. A higher resolution is required to support work involving
detailed graphics and text. A display the size of a desk, with the resolution of a
typical LCD monitor, will have around 14 megapixels. Tabletop displays are
usually constructed from projectors, and the only way to achieve this size and
resolution is to combine multiple projectors. We present techniques from multiprojector display walls and adapt them for tabletops. These high-resolution
displays also require high-resolution input, and although touch is simple and
natural, better accuracy can generally be achieved using a pen. We also review
technologies for pen input on tabletops.

Introduction
Large displays have compelling benefits. For individuals they allow materials to
be spread out and perused as on a physical desk, thus exploiting the kinaesthetic
sense and styles of working used in traditional workspaces; they facilitate
multitasking; and they have been shown to have cognition and productivity
benefits [1]. For groups they allow participants to work together while adhering to
social protocols of personal space without formal turn-taking, and support
consequential communication: allowing users to remain aware of the actions of
others through their peripheral vision.
Most tabletop displays have low resolution. In recent years there has been
much research interest in tabletop displays, and hardware of various forms has
been constructed. One of the key features of tabletop displays is that they have
diagonal sizes of around 30 to 80 inches, much larger than a conventional monitor.
Most designs use a single-projector front- or rear-projected display, which enables
the large size, but typically have low resolution in terms of pixels per inch. This is
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adequate to enable the standard tabletop demo application, photo browsing, but
there are many applications that would benefit from a tabletop implementation but
require high resolution to show detailed graphics.
Many applications require high-resolution to display the necessary information.
Examples for which people currently use their desktop computers include
document review, data analysis, and computer-aided design. Applications that
have been implemented on a tabletop to demonstrate the use of high resolution
include web browsing (the text must be legible), collaboration over documents
(text and written annotations must be legible), programming (a typical integrated
development environment display is very dense), unmanned aerial vehicle control
(air-traffic control displays are dense), and command and control (maps with
roads, buildings, symbols) [2]. Chapter [Isenberg et al] discusses information
visualization on tabletops, which is another application that will benefit from high
resolution.
This chapter describes techniques that have been used to achieve highresolution output and input for tabletop displays. In particular, the tiling of
projectors using techniques developed for multi-projector display walls, which has
proved to be a powerful approach, and pen input, which complements touch input
by providing more precision.

Background
Work on tabletop displays at the University of Cambridge Computer Lab started
with the DigitalDesk [3], and continued with Origami [4], Escritoire [5], and T3
[2]. A common goal in these projects is the creation of a human-computer
interface like a traditional desk, where items are arranged freely over a large
surface and modified using a pen, as with traditional pen and paper. The goal has
always been to provide high resolution displays to enable detailed work [6]. Many
other tabletop systems have been constructed. Continuing advances in display
technology, in particular the commoditisation of digital projectors, have brought
such displays within the reach of researchers interested in the implications for
human-computer interaction.

Resolution
As described in the introduction above, most tabletop displays have relatively lowresolution output. If they provided high resolution, new classes of applications
could be implemented, and subjected to the research on novel multi-touch and
pen-based interfaces that is being conducted on tabletops.
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The Display Resolution section below (page 4) defines what we mean by low and
high resolution. It defines a lower limit by considering the resolution necessary to
display detailed content, and an upper limit by considering the properties of
human vision and the more realistic resolutions of current LCD monitors. It then
presents an analysis of how this range of resolutions can be provided by
combining projectors, with particular attention to the cost of the hardware.

Display Wall Techniques
Since DigitalDesk [7] introduced the idea of projecting down onto a table to
produce a „tabletop display‟, many researchers have explored this type of
computer interface, and the use of projectors as personal displays rather than
devices for making formal presentations to an audience. Despite some issues such
as lack of privacy, and generation of noise and heat, this new use for projectors
has been shown to have benefits for individual work and collocated collaboration
[8].
Improvements in calibration techniques and the falling cost of projectors have
led to the construction of many multi-projector display walls for scientific
visualization. They tend to be large expensive installations. The Princeton
Scalable Display Wall [9] was one of the first large scale walls, which
demonstrated a 4×2 projector array, followed by a 6×4 (24 projector) array on
custom-made adjustable bases, driven by a cluster of PCs. Various other multiprojector display walls have followed [10].
When combining multiple projectors, the aim is to make a single seamless
display. Achieving seamlessness involves compensating for two types of problem:
geometric and photometric [10]. Geometric compensation fixes the position of
every pixel in the display, while photometric compensation fixes its colour.
Compensation techniques such as perspective warping, edge blending, automatic
calibration using computer vision, and intensity and full-colour radiometric
measurement and compensation have been studied extensively in the context of
display walls.
Compared to display walls, tabletop displays have a different emphasis: the
display of as many pixels as possible from a single computer, in a self-contained
horizontal form. However, many of the techniques from display walls can also be
applied to tabletops with either front or rear projection. The Multi-Projector
Display Techniques section below (page 11) reviews these techniques, shows how
some of them have been applied to tabletops, and lists others that could be applied.
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Input
An important aspect of the allure of tabletop displays is the naturalness and
simplicity of direct input, rather than indirect control with a mouse or touch pad.
In particular, touch and multi-touch input are driving many of the new interfaces
that are being created. Frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) and diffuse
illumination have been used in many tabletop displays because they are simple,
robust, and combine well with rear projection. Other sensing technologies based
on resistance, capacitance, and computer vision, have also been developed. These
touch input technologies are described in Chapter [Interactive multi-touch
surfaces].
A high-resolution display is best exploited with an accurate input method.
Chapter [chapter by Wigdor et al.] discusses the issue of inaccuracy in touch input
and proposed interaction techniques to alleviate that problem. The HighResolution Input section below (page 22) below addresses another approach to the
issue – giving the user a pen to allow accurate input and writing. It lists pen-input
technologies, followed by descriptions of the issues intrinsic to pen input on
tabletops.

Display Resolution
Before delving into techniques for creating high-resolution displays, we must
define what resolution is, and how high we wish it to be. The resolution of a
display is the number of pixels it has per unit distance. We assume a regular grid
of square pixels, and state resolutions in pixels per inch (ppi), which is the
convention for monitors and printers (1 inch = 25.4 mm). In this section we derive
a resolution range for which to aim in new devices, and compare this to existing
display devices and tabletop systems.

Minimum Resolution
A lower bound on the resolution that is required of a display can be defined by
experimenting with various types of graphical content. Photographs degrade
gracefully as resolution is reduced, but text imposes a hard limit, below which it is
illegible.
Text on the Web has typically been displayed using a 10pt or 12pt font [11],
and these are also typical font sizes for printed documents. A resolution of at least
2 pixels per millimetre (48 ppi) has been shown to be required to read 12pt text
[2], which corresponds to approximately 60 ppi for 10pt text. Tullis et al. [12]
imposed a minimum font size of 6pt on Microsoft Windows. Assuming the default
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96 ppi, this is equivalent to a 10pt font at 57.6 ppi, thus roughly agreeing with the
previous 60 ppi figure. We will therefore use 60 ppi as a lower limit on the
resolution required on a tabletop display.

Maximum Resolution
To define an upper bound on the resolution of a display, one can consider human
visual acuity. This results in a resolution above which it is pointless to go, because
a human viewer will not be able to tell the difference.
„Normal‟ human visual acuity is widely taken to be 1.0 arc minute [13], that is,
a person can discern a grating test pattern when the distance between the lines is 1
minute of arc (1/60 of a degree). Actually, the acuity of most young observers is
somewhat higher, at 0.59 arc minutes [14]. This angle corresponds to one cycle of
the grating, which requires two pixels. Assuming that a tabletop display is used at
arm‟s length, which is approximately two feet (61 cm), this leads to spatial
resolutions of around 300 to 500 ppi.
The lower figure of 300 ppi is the standard resolution for professional printing.
Note that printers often have higher dots-per-inch (dpi) ratings, because they use
halftoning to display grey levels using patterns of binary dots. One might wish to
create the ultimate display by matching the upper figure of 500 ppi, but this would
probably be a waste of resources because most people would not be able to
distinguish such fine detail. This prompts us to consider the desired resolution
required for typical content.

Resolution of Monitors
Calculating the desired resolution of a display directly from the limit of visual
acuity results in a somewhat excessive resolution. A more realistic one is obtained
by matching commonly available computer monitors. Monitors display images via
a regular grid of coloured pixels. The actual resolution of a monitor depends on
the hardware, and is typically not known automatically by the software. The
computer‟s operating system therefore assumes a certain number of pixels per
inch so that it can display items, such as a word processed document, at „life size‟.
Mac OS assumes the print standard of 72 ppi, the X Windows System defaults to
75 ppi or 100 ppi, and Microsoft Windows and Ubuntu Linux assume 96 ppi.
LCD monitors currently (2009) on the market have diagonal sizes of 15 to 30
inches, and display resolutions between 1024×768 and 2048×1152. Resolutions,
also known as dot pitch, are between 80 and 110 ppi. Rather than go above
110 ppi, manufacturers choose to increase the physical size of the display. We
therefore choose 110 ppi as the practical upper limit of resolution that will be
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useful for a tabletop display, rather than the higher value in the subsection above,
which is derived from the limit of human visual acuity.

Resolution of Projectors
The term resolution is used in two ways regarding projectors. One is native
resolution, which states the number of pixels in the imaging element. The other is
the density of pixels on the screen. In this section we will consider only the native
resolution, because the pixel density is determined by the throw distance and is
therefore dependent on a particular physical configuration.
The two main values that characterize the output of a projector are the native
resolution (number of pixels), and the light output (brightness). For creating
tabletop displays we are interested in good price-performance for both.
The native resolutions available in reasonably priced projectors are dictated by
market forces. For a long time the only options were 800×600 and 1024×768.
Table 3.1 below shows the most popular resolutions that are available now, with
their names, width and height in pixels, and resulting number of megapixels. For
example, an XGA projector has 1024×768 = 786,432 pixels = 0.79 megapixels.
Name

Width

Height

(pixels)

(pixels)

Megapixels

SVGA

800

600

0.48

XGA

1024

768

0.79

WXGA (720p)

1280

720

0.92

SXGA+

1400

1050

1.47

UWXGA (1080p)

1920

1080

2.07

Table 3.1 Common native resolutions of projectors
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the relationship between native resolution, brightness, and
current (2009) market price, of a representative set of projectors from 20
manufacturers. Almost all the projectors had one of the five native resolutions
listed in Table 3.1. The remaining few were near the centre of the distribution, so
they were omitted to simplify the graph. Brightness of projectors is measured in
ANSI lumens [10].
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Fig. 3.1 Brightness of projectors against megapixels-to-price ratio. Native resolutions are listed in Table 3.1.
The horizontal axis of Fig. 3.1 indicates the pixel economy of the projectors,
with higher numbers of megapixels per 1000 euros indicating better economy. The
concave curve of the points shows that there is a trade-off between projector
brightness and pixel economy. To make a good-value high-resolution display, one
should use projectors on the right of the graph, which means there is a brightness
limit of around 2500 lumens. Until recently XGA projectors offered the best pixel
economy. These have now been joined by 720p and 1080p projectors, due to the
demand for these resolutions driven by the uptake of high-definition television
(HDTV). The graph shows that the most economical projectors, purely in terms if
pixels, are the XGA, 720p and 1080p ones, with higher resolutions giving slightly
lower brightness.
A native resolution of 1080p has more than twice as many pixels as 720p, and
almost three times as many as XGA. Because there is a per-projector overhead in
creating a multi-projector display, including the cost of graphics cards, cables,
physical space, and calibration complexity, 1080p is a good choice. It provides
good pixel economy while minimising the number of projectors. Given that 1080p
projectors will be used, the number required to make a tabletop display is then
determined by the size of the table and the desired resolution.
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Resolution of Existing Tabletops
Table 3.2 below lists some tabletop systems that state their size and resolution
attributes in their associated publications. The resolutions are calculated along the
diagonal to even out any variation between horizontal and vertical.
Front/ Native (pixels)

Physical (inches)

Res.

Tabletop system

Rear Horiz

Vert

Diag

Horiz Vert Diag Mpxl

(ppi)

DigitalDesk [7]

F

1120

780

1365

18

12

22

0.87

63

DigiTable [15]

F

1024

768

1280

34

26

42

0.79

30

DViT Table (med. res.) [16] F

2048

1024

2290

60

48

77

2.10

46

DViT Table (high res.) [17]

R

2800

2100

3500

60

48

77

5.88

63

Escritoire (fovea) [18]

F

1024

768

1280

17

12

20

0.79

63

Escritoire (periphery) [18]

F

1024

768

1280

48

36

60

0.79

21

i-m-Top (fovea) [19]

R

1280

720

1469

12

8

14

0.92

106

i-m-Top (periphery) [19]

R

1280

768

1493

47

32

57

0.98

26

InteracTable [20]

R

1024

768

1280

33

26

42

0.79

30

Lumisight [21]

R

1024

768

1280

16

16

22

0.79

57

Origami [4]

F

1024

768

1280

16

12

20

0.79

64

Surface [22]

R

1024

768

1280

26

15

30

0.79

43

T3 [23]

F

3072

1536

3435

48

36

60

4.72

57

Table 3.2 Size and resolution of some tabletop displays. Values are rounded to the
nearest integer, excluding megapixels. These displays have between one and six
projectors each. The „front/rear‟ column indicates front or rear projection.
The tabletop systems in Table 3.2 have resolutions between 21 and 106 ppi,
with most of them below our 60ppi lower limit. This reflects the fact that most
tabletop displays to date have been designed for informal graphical tasks such as
photo browsing, or fun tasks, such as simple games, that do not display detailed
information. The availability of higher resolutions will allow more serious
applications.
Several systems have combined projectors to achieve higher resolutions.
Escritoire [24] used overlapping projectors to create a display with a high
resolution region near the user for detailed work, and a much larger, lowresolution periphery (Fig. 3.2a and Fig. 3.2b). Baudisch‟s focus-plus-context
screen [25] achieved a similar result in a vertical form. A system called i-m-Top
[19, 26] enhanced this concept by using a steerable projector to create a moving
fovea that can follow the user‟s input (Fig. 3.2c).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3.2 Focus-plus-context tabletop displays. (a) Escritoire full view, (b) Escritoire fovea, (c) i-m-Top fovea.
T3, the TableTop Toolkit [2], is an open-source software toolkit for creating
multi-projector tabletop displays. Fig. 3.3a shows a 3×2 XGA projector
configuration with a total of 4.72 pixels, as listed in Table 1. Fig. 3.3b shows an
application that exploits the resolution. The DViT tabletop at the University of
Calgary [16] tiled two projectors to create a 2.1 megapixel tabletop display, and a
second-generation model [17] uses four projectors to create a 5.88 megapixel
display (Fig. 3.3c).

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3.3 Tiled tabletop displays. (a) Six-projector T3 display, (b) collaborative targeting task using T3, and (c) four-projector DViT display.

Tabletop Resolution Guide
A tabletop display should be a self-contained system where the projectors are
driven from a single PC, using the best value projectors to achieve a good priceperformance. The analysis of the resolution of projectors above (page 6) advocates
using 1080p projectors, which will have around 2000 lumens. Modern PCs can
have four PCI express slots, each of which can hold a graphics card with two
digital outputs, allowing eight projectors to be driven from a single PC.
The number of projectors determines the total number of pixels on the display,
and the resolution varies as the reciprocal of the size. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the
relationship between resolution and diagonal size, assuming the display is
composed of 1080p projectors. Our minimum and maximum resolutions of 60ppi
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and 110ppi are shown, as are the typical size of various types of tables, such as a
small coffee table, or an eight-person conference table. For a small coffee table
(30-inch diagonal) one projector is sufficient, three are ample. For a six-person
conference table, six to eight projectors are required. Note that the calculations
that were used to generate Fig. 3.4 are only based on tabletop area. Given a
particular projector aspect ratio, a regular array of projectors, and minimal
projector overlap, only certain shapes of tabletop display are actually possible.

Fig. 3.4 Tabletop display resolution against size, assuming 1080p projectors. The
horizontal lines show suggested minimum and maximum resolutions. The vertical
regions show sizes of typical tables.
A tabletop display should have a resolution of at least 60 ppi to show detailed
content, such as text. 110 ppi is a reasonable upper limit. Eight projectors can be
driven from a single PC, which allows acceptable resolutions on tabletops up to a
six-person conference table. As an example, Fig. 3.4 indicates that a large desk
with a diagonal of 60 inches (1.52 metres) using eight 1080p projectors will have
a resolution of 78 ppi, which is comparable to the lower end of LCD monitor
resolutions. The cost of the projectors for this display, using the best-value 1080p
projector from Fig. 3.1 with a cost of 1.88 megapixels per 1000 euros, will be
8823 euros. This places large high-resolution tabletop displays within the reach of
research projects on the applications and interaction techniques suitable for such
displays. Consumers will have to wait a bit longer for such devices to become
affordable products, but we can work on the software now, in anticipation of the
availablility of the hardware.
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Multi-Projector Display Techniques
Multiple projectors can be combined to create a large high-resolution display, but
this requires more than simply placing the projectors next to each other. The
projectors must be calibrated so their combined output appears as a single
seamless display. Various techniques have been developed over the last decade to
address this issue in vertical cinema-style multi-projector displays walls, and
many of these can be directly applied to tabletops.
The techniques for calibrating multi-projector displays address two
fundamental problems: geometric misalignment and colour variation [10]. When
projectors are combined, and are not precisely mechanically aligned, perspective
distortion occurs. This can be removed by warping the graphics before displaying
them by passing them all through the 3D graphics card, in a process called
geometric compensation. Colour variation due to variation in output within and
between projectors is addressed by photometric compensation. These two
processes are described below, and between them is a description of edge
blending, which has both geometric and photometric aspects. This section is
concluded with some system issues.
The methods described in this chapter are equally applicable to front and rear
projected displays, both of which have been used in various tabletop systems
(Table 3.2). Front projection means the space under the display is free, as with a
normal table, and can be used with sensing technologies comprising an opaque
tablet. Rear projection hides the projectors inside the device to create a more selfcontained unit, and avoids occlusion of the projection by the hands of the users.
Some of these methods can also be used in tabletops made from other display
technologies, such as LCD panels.
Many of the concepts in this section are covered in detail in Practical MultiProjector Display Design by Majumder and Brown [10]. The interested reader
might also want to consult Spatial Augmented Reality by Bimber and Raskar [27],
and review the proceedings of the IEEE International Workshop on ProjectorCamera Systems (PROCAMS),1 which started in 2003.
The text below assumes precise meanings for several terms: characterization is
the measurement of how a device actually performs; compensation is the
modification of inputs to the device so that the system as a whole behaves as an
ideal device; and calibration is the combination of the previous two steps.

Geometric Compensation
If a projector is not perfectly aligned to its projection surface, the resulting display
will not appear as a perfect rectangle, and will instead be distorted. For a single
1

http://www.procams.org/
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projector, small distortions are not a problem for people viewing the display, but
when projectors are combined their outputs must align precisely with one another.
For this reason, multi-projector displays originally required precise and laborious
mechanical alignment [9], but now commodity graphics hardware can be used to
compensate for the distortions.

Projective Transformation
A projector is the inverse of a camera. It contains an imaging element and a lens,
but the light travels out rather than in. By assuming central projection, the model
of a pin-hole camera, we can compensate for the distorting effects of oblique
projection by taking the original image to be displayed, and warping it before it is
projected [28].
If the projection surface is flat, two-dimensional (2D) points in the projector
correspond to 2D points on the surface, and the relationship between these two
sets of points is a projective transformation which can be represented by a planar
homography [29]. Geometric compensation is achieved by applying a
homography to the original image, using the equation

x  Hx ,

(1)

where H is a 3×3 matrix and the vectors x  and x are two-dimensional points
in homogeneous form [29]. Different forms of matrix H produce different types of
transformation (Fig. 3.5).

 s cos   s sin  t x   a11 a12 t x 
1 0 0 
 a11 a12 t x 

 
0 1 0 

a

a
a
t
s
sin

s
cos

t
22
y
y



 21
 21 a 22 t y 
 0
0 0 1
 v1 v 2 1 
0 1 
0
1   0

Fig. 3.5 Transformations and their homography matrices [29]. Value s is a scale,



is a rotation angle, and

(t x , t y ) is a translation. The other variables are other

degrees of freedom. The bottom right element is normalized to 1 because the matrix is defined only up to a scale.
Projection from a very acute angle will produce not only geometric distortions,
but also differences in focus across the surface. A projective transformation can
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remove the geometric distortions but the blurring caused by a projector‟s finite
focal depth is more difficult to remove, so this effect should be avoided where
possible.

Characterisation
In the geometric case, characterisation is also known as registration, and consists
of measuring the transformations between various two-dimensional spaces.
Ashdown [5] uses four such spaces: device-dependent pen input co-ordinates,
device-independent tabletop co-ordinates, pixel locations in the projected image,
and pixel locations in the texture on the graphics card. For ease of implementation,
registration can be performed by selecting a series of projected points using the
pen input device, and then the software can calculate a linear least-squares
solution for the homography matrix in equation 3.1. If a calibrated camera is
present, calibration of the projector can be performed automatically by projecting
patterns such as dots or lines, and using image processing to locate them within
the camera image [10].

Graphics Hardware
A very efficient way to perform a projective transformation on a typical computer
is to put the original image into a texture on the graphics card, and draw it as a
polygon. The transformations in Fig. 3.5 can be performed by manipulating the
vertices of a polygon drawn with DirectX or OpenGL [5].
Modern windowing systems such as Windows Aero and Linux Compiz pass all
graphical user interfaces through the 3D card, in a process known as compositing.
When compositing is used, any of the transformations shown in Fig. 3.5 can be
added to the transformation stack and performed on all content that is displayed
with virtually no extra computational cost.
Even if projective transformations to compensate for projector alignment are
not required, using compositing still offers a significant advantage. In particular,
because tabletops are horizontal and people can stand around the outside of them,
the ability to reorient content to the viewer is necessary. Orientation has been
found to be important in collaborative tabletop use, affecting how individuals
comprehend information, how collaborators coordinate their actions, and how they
mediate communication [30]. The ability to rotate windows has not been required
in conventional window managers, so it has not been implemented, and must be
added as an extra feature in tabletop interfaces. Compositing allows the use of
similarity transformations (Fig. 3.5) to arbitrarily rotate and translate any item,
without incurring any extra processing overhead. Other transformations and
effects can easily be added, such as scaling, alpha blending, and 3D effects.
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Further Methods
Content–Dependent Transformation
Transforming rasterized content reduces the effective resolution of the result, but
in some cases it is possible to alleviate the loss by tailoring the transformation to
the content being transformed. When the projective transformation for geometric
compensation is close to a simple translation, Hereld and Stevens apply a
transformation to text that translates individual words separately [31], and
Tuddenham and Robinson [32] have used this on a tabletop display.
Nonlinear and Nonparametric Methods
The projective transformation is a simple linear transformation on homogeneous
points, and is typically sufficient for compensating for projection onto a planar
surface. Other options are piecewise linear transformations [33], in which the
screen is divided into a triangular mesh and each triangle is warped independently,
and general nonlinear transformations, which can be implemented in the graphics
card using fragment shaders [10].
Nonplanar Screens
Tabletop displays are generally planar (flat) surfaces. However, other options are
available, such as parametric surfaces. General three-dimensional objects can be
augmented with computer graphics via two-pass rendering [27] whereby the
known 3D shape is first rendered from the viewpoint of the projector, then the
result is projected onto the object, but this beyond the scope of this chapter.

Edge Blending
When geometric compensation is used, projectors can be positioned casually and
graphics are aligned in software following calibration. In general, the projected
images will not be exactly rectangular due to keystoning, and will be partially
overlapped to avoid gaps between them. Fig. 3.6 shows a typical configuration.
The issue here, is that the resulting output will be much brighter in the overlap
regions, because more than one projector is contributing.
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Fig. 3.6 Arrangement of six projectors. The images are not rectangular, so two or
more projectors overlap at some points.

Binary Masking
The most obvious solution to this problem is to use only a single projector at any
point, with the other(s) displaying black. This is the approach used by Escritoire
[5] which displays a small high-resolution fovea inside a large low-resolution
periphery, and simply displays a black rectangle in the region of the periphery that
is overlapped by the fovea.

Blending
In T3, which supports tiled arrays of projectors as shown in Fig. 3.6, Tuddenham
uses an edge blending technique for multi-projector displays described by Raskar
et al. [34] and applies it to a multi-projector tabletop display [2]. For each
projector i and two-dimensional pixel location x , an alpha mask  (i, x) is
multiplied by the projector‟s pixel value to obtain its edge-blended value. The
values of the masks are constrained by

0   (i, x)  1 and

  (i, x)  1 ,
i

and are defined as

 (i, x) 

dist (i, x)
,
m dist (m, x)

(2)

where

dist (i, x) is defined as the Euclidean distance on the projection surface of
point x from the nearest edge of projector i .
Using this alpha blending approach, the projector arrangement in Fig. 3.6
results in the blending masks in Fig. 3.7. The result is shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 3.7 Edge blending masks corresponding to the six-projector configuration in
Fig. 3.6, from T3 [23].

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3.8 (a) Geometric compensation ensures the squares line up, (b) blacking out
the overlap region leads to visible seams, (c) using alpha blending the seams are
no longer visible.
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Further Methods
Smoother Blending Function
The simple linear edge blending function in equation 3.2 can be replaced with
smoother one, such as one that has a continuous first-order derivative [35].
Projector Brightness Variation
Having the blending functions sum to unity assumes that all projectors have the
same brightness, that is, the same white level. This condition can be met, at least
approximately, by manually adjusting the brightness of the projectors so they look
the same. A more precise result can be obtained by allowing brightness to vary
spatially, limited by a perceptual threshold on the gradient. Many projectors leak
light when they are displaying black [36], so the black level will be increased in
the overlap regions. This can also be addressed using a perceptual uniformity
method, or simply by raising the lower limit of all parts of the display. This is a
much less severe effect than the increased white level, so only a small amount of
contrast need be sacrificed.

Photometric Compensation
Colour output can vary considerably between projectors, which can lead to visible
variation over a multi-projector display. Colour matching can be attempted by
adjusting the image settings commonly found on monitors and projectors:
brightness, contrast, colour balance (between „warm‟ and „cool‟), and individual
controls for the red, green, and blue channels. However, these are crude controls,
and matching them is a laborious manual process. Photometric compensation
methods aim to alleviate this problem. They require an understanding of some
colour spaces that are briefly introduced in the subsection below.

Additive Colour
Projectors, like monitors, use additive colour. The default colour of the display
surface is black, light is added by the projector to display a pixel, and the light
combines additively. Humans see in three-dimensional colour, so displays usually
use three primary colours. The standard primaries are red, green and blue (RGB,
see Fig. 3.9). A pixel in an image is stored by a computer as an RGB value: a tuple
of three numbers between 0 and 1 that are sent to the projector to be displayed.
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Fig. 3.9 Additive colour. Three primaries are used: red, green, and blue. All three
together produce white.
RGB values are device-dependent. The exact colour of the three primaries
varies between projectors, because of variations between manufacturers and
models, and also because the output of a projector bulb will vary as it ages [37].
This means that compensation for this variation is necessary.

Characterization
To compare the output of multiple projectors we should use a device-independent
colour space, and the standard one is CIE XYZ-space [38]. In an additive colour
space the final colour is a linear combination of the primaries, so to characterize
the range of possible outputs of the projector we need only measure the minimum
and maximum values of each of the primaries, that is, the colour produced by
RGB inputs (0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1). This results in a three-dimensional
gamut in XYZ-space (Fig. 3.10a), which is often displayed in two-dimensional xyspace (Fig. 3.10b), by ignoring luminance, and only considering chrominance
(also known as chromaticity coordinates [38]).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.10 Display device colour gamut in (a) XYZ-space and (b) xy-space.
The gamut is a bound on the colours that a device can produce, but it does not
fully define the mapping from RGB input to colour output. The relationship
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between each of the RGB channels and the intensity of its associated primary is
called its transfer function. The original computer displays were cathode ray tubes
(CRTs), which had gamma curves for transfer functions. That is, the intensity of a
pixel I was related to the input value V by

I V .

(3)

Different values of γ produce differently shaped curves (Fig. 3.11a). LCD
monitors and projectors now emulate the gamma curve, for the sake of backwards
compatibility, so measuring the shape of this curve is also required during
characterization. Some display devices have a mode designed to linearise their
response and emulate γ=1, but this may not be sufficient, as shown in Fig. 3.11b,
which shows the transfer function of a projector (Sanyo LP-XP45) measured with
a colorimeter (Minolta CS-100). The curves for the three primaries are more linear
than a typical gamma curve, but still noticeably curved at the top and bottom.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.11 (a) Gamma functions. The lines show γ=1.0 (linear), γ=1.8 (used by Mac
OS), and γ=2.2 (used by Windows and the sRGB standard). (b) Response
measured from a projector with gamma correction.
In addition to a per-projector gamut and transfer function for each RGB
channel, Majumder and Stevens measure the maximum luminance achievable at
each pixel on the display, so spatial variation can be removed [39]. The luminance
is generally higher near the centre of a projected image than at the side, and much
higher where projectors overlap.
The full photometric characterization can be measured using a calibrated
camera. An uncalibrated camera can also be used, given some assumptions about
the response of the camera.
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Compensation
The response of each projector is linearised by inverting the transfer functions. For
each RGB channel there are only 256 possible inputs, so the inverted function is
stored in a lookup table.
Intra-projector variation in RGB primaries can be addressed using a colour
mixing matrix: a 3×3 matrix multiplied by the original RGB values. This can be
chosen to match all the projectors to a device-independent colour standard like
sRGB, or just to match the projectors with each other.
The spatial variation of maximum achievable luminance can be addressed by
applying a luminance attenuation map [39] to darken parts of the display that are
too bright. This is implemented in the same way as the edge blending masks
previously introduced (Fig. 3.7), and the two methods can be combined. To avoid
wasting projector luminance, the limit of contrast sensitivity in human vision can
be exploited to allow display brightness to vary spatially without the user‟s
noticing [40].

Further Methods
Irregular Gamuts
Some DLP projectors use a colour wheel with a white component in addition to
the red, green, blue components. This boosts the lumens rating of the projector at
the expense of distorting the gamut from the parallelepiped in Fig. 3.10a to a more
complex shape [36]. This could be addressed with more complex colour matching,
or by sacrificing the extra brightness.
Intra-Projector Variation
The compensation method described above assumes that it is only a projector‟s
luminance that varies spatially, which is a good approximation when using a
dedicated projection surface [41]. If projectors are used to create a display on a
patterned wall or table, compensation for the pattern can be implemented by using
a spatially-varying gamut [42].
Content-Dependent Compensation
The luminance attenuation maps described in the Compensation section above
hide the spatial variation in display brightness at the expense of some loss of
contrast. The greatest possible contrast can be attained by allowing luminance
clipping, bounded by a perceptual threshold, and performing content-dependent
compensation [43]. However, a case must be made to justify this trade-off of
computational complexity for display contrast.
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System Integration
Tabletop displays have a different emphasis from typical multi-projector display
walls in that they ought to be smaller, cheaper, more manageable systems. All of
the geometric and photometric techniques described above can be implemented in
a commodity 3D graphics card. PC motherboards are now available with four
PCI-express slots, so with two digital outputs per graphics card, eight projectors
can be driven from a single PC, which is enough even for a large multi-user
tabletop display (Fig. 3.4).

Managing Multiple Graphics Cards
Current graphics cards now commonly have a gigabyte of memory, but even that
large amount must be managed carefully if many high-resolution tiles (the
tabletop display‟s analogue of windows) are to be stored as textures. Also,
graphics card drivers may limit textures to sizes such as 1024×1024 or 2048×2048
pixels.
T3 splits a large tile into smaller sections, stores the sections in separate
textures, and draws them as an array of polygons [2]. The textures are only stored
on the graphics cards on which the corresponding sections are currently visible,
thus reducing the memory requirements, and the time to update the textures when
the tile content changes. This happens transparently to the user of the toolkit,
freeing the application programmer from such considerations, and presenting a
single large display device that supports tiles of any size.
Synchronisation of the updates of all projectors is also required. T3 addresses
this simply by first preparing the double-buffered output for all projectors, then
switching all of the buffers as quickly as possible. In practice synchronisation has
not been a problem.

Rendering Performance
Modern graphics cards are designed to render thousands of texture mapped
polygons per second, so they can easily handle projective transformations (page
12) with almost no latency, or load on the CPU. The performance of T3 was tested
with 200 to 800 tiles, with approximately 10,000 pixels each, being continuously
transformed and redrawn on a four-projector display. This resulted in between 32
and 22 frames per second (fps). The Buffer Framework [44] also addresses this
issue, and achieves similar performance [45].
Graphics cards are optimised for drawing many textured polygons, but no as
optimised for updating those textures. T3 achieves 20 fps while updating a 1
megapixel texture spanning four projectors without compression. As in any
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graphical interface, it is good practice to design screen repainting code to only
repaint what has changed.

Further Methods
Distributed Rendering
Chromium [46] intercepts OpenGL calls to present an existing application on a
multi-projector display wall. However, scene complexity is generally not an issue
for tabletop displays because the number of polygons is small, and it is desirable
to perform all the rendering on a single PC, so distributed rendering should not be
necessary.
Distributed Calibration
The iLamps of Raskar et al. [47] are a combination of a projector with a camera,
wireless networking, a tilt sensor, and onboard computing, to form devices that
calibrate with each other to create an ad-hoc multi-projector display. If such
devices were mass produced, they could be used to create a large high-resolution
display without the need for a high-end PC to drive it.

High-Resolution Input
Touch input is suitable for casual applications such as photo browsing, but basic
input with the fingers is rather imprecise. If detailed work such as military
command and control using maps is to be performed on a tabletop, more precise
input is required. This can be provided in two ways: enhance touch input with new
interaction techniques; or put a tool in the user‟s hand to provide more precision,
with the most obvious tool being a pen. Another option for input is tangible
interaction, that is, the interaction of multiple physical objects with the tabletop
display. That is not discussed here because it is the focus of Chapter [chapter on
Active Tangible Interactions]. Touch input technology will not be covered here
because it is described in detail in Chapter [Interactive multi-touch surfaces].
Issues with touch input are mentioned briefly, followed by the technology and
issues of pen input.

Touch Input Issues
Fingers are not very accurate for pointing on high-resolution displays. This is
because of two issues. The first is occlusion. The finger is often wide compared to
the items being manipulated, so information is occluded in what is known as the
„fat finger problem‟. The second issue is precision. On a mouse pointer, the exact
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point of interaction, at the tip of the arrow, is obvious, but the location of the „hot
spot‟ within the area of a finger is not so obvious. These two problems increase as
display resolution increases. Various approaches have been developed,
particularly for small mobile devices, and they can be adapted for tabletop
displays. Chapter [Wigdor and Benko] describes the problems and potential
remedies.

Pen Input Technology
People practise writing and drawing with pens from an early age. This type of
natural free-form input has long been available on desktop and handheld
computers. Below is a list of technologies that allow input with a pen, also known
as a stylus, on a tabletop display.

Acoustic
Acoustic devices emit ultrasound from the stylus which is detected by
microphones in a bar along the side of the display. Mimio is such a device. It is
relatively inaccurate and is designed only to track a single stylus at a time [5], but
it can easily be added to an existing display simply by attaching the bar with the
microphones. Multiple bars and styli have been combined to form a very large
pen-input surface [48].

Electromagnetic
Various sizes of electromagnetic tablets are available, from the graphics tablets by
Wacom, to the large-format „digitisers‟ by GTCO CalComp which have sizes up
to 60×44 inches (74-inch diagonal). These devices provide accurate positioning
and robust hardware, but they are large expensive devices and are only suitable for
front-projection. They have been used in several tabletop displays [5, 2]. N-trig
has recently released a display overlay that combines capacitive multi-touch input
with an electrostatic pen, which has important implications for tablet computers,
and possibly tabletops.

Optical pen
Anoto pens use a camera inside the stylus to detect its position on a surface
printed with a special dot pattern. This provides high accuracy and precision. The
coordinates are streamed over Bluetooth, and multiple styli can be used
concurrently. Haller et al. [49, 50] demonstrated a front-projected tabletop
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interface using these pens, and they were also used in T3 [23]. Recently these pens
have been combined with rear projection and FTIR touch input [51]. This
technology provides an economical way to make a surface of any size with any
number of pens, although the hardware required in the pens makes them fairly
bulky and requires them to be recharged regularly.

Lateral Cameras
SMARTBoard DViT overlays, designed for wall displays, use infra-red LEDs and
cameras mounted at the table edge to provide sensing over a large area [52] and
have been used in several tabletop systems [16, 17]. They can support one touch
reliably, and two maximum. The overlay is added to an existing display, or
incorporated into the bezel around the edge. It works equally well for pen or
finger, but it is not as accurate as the graphics tablet or digital pens listed above. A
limitation is that the user must not lean on the surface, or put any objects on it,
because this obscures the cameras.

Rear camera
InfrActables [53] uses a camera behind a rear-projection screen to track multiple
pens. The pens signal their id and state to the camera using a binary code from an
LED in the tip. MightyTrace [54] replaces the single camera with an array of
infra-red sensors, which allows the technique to be used in an LCD panel in a
similar manner to how ThinSight [55] allows touch input on an LCD panel. There
is more information about InfrActables and MightyTrace in Chapter [Kunz and
Fjeld].

6DOF Tracking
Six-degree-of-freedom tracking provides continual updates for the pose of a
tracked device: three distances specify a position, and three angles an orientation.
Ashdown a Polhemus FastTrak to provide remote pointing for linked tabletop and
wall displays [5]. Parker et al. [56] studied the efficiency of, and preference for,
different pointing methods. Pointing from a distance allows users to interact with
both close and distant items on a tabletop display without having to change modes
or devices. To interact with a close object the user simply touches the stylus to the
table. A disadvantage of the Polhemus technology is that it uses a magnetic field
for tracking, so it is affected by metal objects and its accuracy degrades as the
distance between the emitter and stylus increases.
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Pen Input Issues
Although mouse, touch, and pen input are, at their most basic, simply ways to
point to positions on the display, they allow different types of interaction, which
affects the design of interfaces.
Using a pen instead of touch input largely solves the problem of precision, but
some occlusion remains. The hand holding the pen can occlude information near
the pen, depending on whether the user is left or right handed. A conventional
scrollbar on the right may be problematic for a left-handed user, who needs to
reach across to use it, thus occluding the information that is being scrolled. A
conventional pop-up menu that appears to the bottom right of the cursor may be
problematic for a right-handed user, because it appears underneath the user‟s
hand. A pen-based interface should take account of occlusion by the hand, and
could benefit from knowledge of which hand is being used, if this can be detected
automatically. Brandl et al. [57] have implemented a circular menu that avoids
occlusion by rotating automatically based on the positions of the hand and pen.
Buxton defines three input device states: tracking, dragging and out of range
(OOR) [58]. A conventional mouse has the tracking state, plus one dragging state
for each button. Touch input has OOR and tracking states (for each finger). A pen
potentially has all three states. The Mimio, DViT, and Anoto mentioned above
have the tracking state when they are touching the surface, and the OOR state. The
GTCO CalComp digitizers have all three states: tracking is enabled when the pen
is within about 2cm of the surface, and they have multiple buttons giving multiple
dragging states. Other tablet technologies may also offer continuous pressure and
tilt information in addition to position. The Polhemus 6DOF tracker cannot simply
be taken out of range at will, so that state should not be required in any interaction
technique.
These differences in device capabilities mean that an interface must be targeted
at a specific input type, or adapted to work with a lowest common denominator.
For instance, having different effects for „hovering‟ over an item versus selecting
it, as is common with mouse interaction, is not suitable for touch input or some
pen input types, because there is no way to distinguish between hovering over an
item and selecting it. A conventional graphical user interface ported to a system
with touch or pen input may emulate the mouse, but what happens when the
device goes out of bounds? Having the mouse cursor stay where it is may cause
unwanted hover effects. Having it disappear may trigger unwanted mouse exit
events. Similarly, ergonomic differences mean that performance will be different
with different input types [59]: entering handwriting is easy with a pen, much
more difficult with a finger or mouse.
We offer no ready-made solutions to these problems, but an awareness of the
issues will allow them to be considered carefully at the design phase. Moving an
application to a tabletop is not simply a matter of displaying an existing GUI on
the display device.
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Tabletops have typically provided either touch or pen input but not both
simultaneously. Future systems should exploit the benefits of both. Guiard
provides a model of bimanual action [60] that can inform the design of such input
techniques. He gives handwriting as an example of bimanual action: the nondominant hand successively repositions the paper, and the dominant hand then
does all the writing within a relatively small portion of the table. More generally,
the non-dominant hand acts first, it acts more coarsely in time and space, and it
sets up a frame of reference in which the dominant hand works. Think of
threading a needle, or hammering a nail. Brandl et al. [61] have embodied these
ideas in a set of principles for two-handed input, and implemented some specific
techniques that combine pen and touch input. We believe that, like multi-touch,
pen-plus-touch calls for more research on interaction techniques, and convergence
on interface conventions just as has occurred with graphical user interfaces
controlled with a keyboard and mouse.

Future Trends
This section lists our predictions for the future of high-resolution interactive
displays.

Smaller Cheaper Projectors
It seems that projector native resolutions will remain at 1080p (1920×1080 pixels)
for now, because this is the standard for high-definition television. Projectors have
steadily been getting cheaper and smaller for many years, and several
manufacturers are now producing pico projectors, which are about the size of a
mobile phone, and easily fit in a pocket. These devices use LEDs or lasers as the
light source, and although native resolutions are not up to 1080p yet, they are
increasing. Moreover, laser projectors do not use traditional objects and can be
made with an infinite focal depth, thus removing focussing problems for shortthrow and tilted surfaces. This continues the trend that is making multi-projector
displays more convenient and economical.

Vector Graphics
Graphics displayed on tabletops are typically prepared in an off-screen raster
image, and then subjected to one of the transformations shown in Fig. 3.5 to scale,
reorient, and perform geometric compensation. This resampling causes aliasing,
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and reduces the effective resolution of the display. Systems should transition to
specifying graphics in a vector format like postscript, display postscript, Cairo,2 or
SVG. They will then be able to combine all necessary transformations into a
single stack, and perform rasterisation in a single step.

Flat Panels
Projectors are currently useful for building tabletop displays in order to investigate
the technical details, individual use, and collaborative use of tabletop displays.
However, they make the systems unwieldy because of the throw distance required
for projection, so before tabletop displays become mass-market products, the
projectors should be replaced by flat panels.
Lambda Table [62] is an example of a tabletop display composed of an array of
LCD panels. Fig. 3.12 shows that in this case the seams between the panels are
very apparent, but the technology already exists to increase the visual area of such
panels using a special lens so that they can be abutted with no visible seams.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.12 A variant of Lambda Table [62]. (a) Multiple panels form a tabletop
display. (b) Objects are tracked to create a tangible user interface. Images courtesy
of Jason Leigh.
In future, LCD panels will be replaced by organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
displays, which have a better brightness, contrast, and colour gamut than LCDs, or
by electrophoretic displays, which have much lower power consumption and can
be viewed under bright light.
Some of the techniques described in the section above on multi-projector
displays (pages 11–22) will still be applicable to tabletop displays composed of
flat panels. Geometric transformations will be required to reorient content for
multiple users, colour calibration may be required when multiple panels are used,
and rendering will probably still be distributed over multiple graphics cards.

2

http://cairographics.org/
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Combined Sensors and Displays
Current systems typically combine separate input and output technologies to form
an interactive tabletop display: either front projection with an off-the-shelf input
device, or rear projection with FTIR. Future systems will combine input and
output into a single self-contained device, as has been prototyped in ThinSight
[55] and MightyTrace [54]. Ideally, each pixel of the display will provide both
input and output, possibly by augmenting the conventional red, green, and blue
components of each pixel with two more: an infra-red emitter and an infra-red
sensor. The challenge will then be to create table-sized versions of these devices,
or make ones with no bezels so they can be tiled to cover large areas.

Combined Touch and Pen
The ease of touch should be combined with the precision of pen input. This will
allow interactions like the use of paper on a traditional desk, and will allow users
to exploit the naturalness and efficiency of bimanual interaction.

Conclusion
Tabletop displays have typically provided low resolution output, which has
limited the applications that have been possible. Resolutions between 60 and 110
ppi are desirable, but many of the systems listed in Table 3.2 (page 8) are below
60 ppi.
Most tabletop displays have been made using projectors, and the most
economical native resolution for projectors has now improved from 1024×768 to
the HDTV standard of 1920×1080, which provides slightly over 2 megapixels per
projector. This means that one or two projectors are sufficient to create a highresolution coffee-table-sized display, and four are sufficient for a large desk.
Various techniques that have been developed for multi-projector display walls
are directly applicable to front or rear projected tabletop displays, making it
possible to tile projectors seamlessly. The most useful and practical of these are:
geometric compensation using projective transformations to align the images from
multi projectors; edge blending using a simple alpha function to hide the overlaps
between projectors; and photometric compensation for inter-projector variation.
Over time, tiled projectors will be superseded by tiled flat panels that support both
input and output, but some of multi-projector techniques described here will still
be applicable. For example, applying transformations to reorient content for
multiple users will be necessary.
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The switch to high-resolution output also prompts the use of more accurate
input, which could be achieved by augmenting touch with techniques to tackle
occlusion and precision, or by adding pen input. We believe that touch and pen
input should be combined for bimanual action because they are complementary.
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